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Abstract 

Surface undulations known as rumpling have been shown to develop at the surface of bond 

coats used in advanced thermal barrier coating systems. Rumpling can result in cracking and 

eventual spallation of the top coat. Many mechanisms to explain rumpling have been 

proposed, and among them is a martensitic transformation. High-temperature x-ray 

diffraction, differential scanning calorimetry and potentiometry were used to investigate the 

nature of the martensitic transformation in bulk platinum-modified nickel aluminides. It was 

found that the martensitic transformation has strong time dependence and can form over a 

range of temperatures. Cyclic oxidation experiments were performed on the bulk alloys to 

investigate the effect of the martensitic transformation on surface rumpling. It was found 

that the occurrence of rumpling was associated with the martensitic transformation. The 

degree of rumpling was found to increase with an increasing number of cycles and was 

independent of the heating and cooling rates used. The thickness of the oxide layer at the 

surface of the samples had a significant impact on the amplitude of the resulting undulations, 

with amplitude increasing with increasing oxide-layer thickness. Rumpling was also 

observed in an alloy based on the y-y' region of the nickel-aluminum-platinum phase 

diagram. Rumpling in this alloy was found to occur during isothermal oxidation and is 

associated with a subsurface layer containing a platinum-rich phase known as a. Rumpling 

in both alloy systems may be explained by creep deformation of a weakened subsurface layer 

in response to the compressive stresses in the thermally grown oxide layer. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Gas turbine engines can benefit greatly from protective coatings on their internal parts. 

Protective coatings allow for increased working temperatures, which in turn lead to improved 

fuel efficiency and greater power output. The coatings can also significantly decrease the 

temperature of the substrate to which they are applied, resulting in longer component life. 

These advantages can significantly lower the operating costs of turbine engines. 

The temperature of the combustion gasses within current gas turbine engines can exceed the 

melting point of nickel-based superalloys by over 250°C [I]. To overcome the high heat, 

various methods are used to decrease the temperature of the turbine blades. Blades are 

designed with internal channels and vents through which cooling gasses can flow. 

Unfortunately, this method of cooling is detrimental to the overall efficiency of the engine. 

The second method of decreasing the temperature of the blades is through the use of thermal 

barrier coatings (TBCs). A 150pm thick TBC can provide a 75OC reduction in the 

temperature of the superalloy blade substrate on its own [2],  and up to a 150°C reduction 

when combined with internal cooling [I]. These values are very significant considering that 

a 10-15°C decrease in blade temperature doubles the creep life [3]. TBCs were first 

introduced in the 1980s and research is continuing in order to improve their effectiveness and 

to eliminate their various shortcomings. 

The major mode of failure of TBC is due to delamination of the outermost coating layer from 

the bond coat to which it is applied. It has been determined that the oxidation behavior of the 

bond coat has a major impact on the life of the TBC. Current bond coats have oxidation 

behaviors that are not ideally suited for use in TBC systems. 

This thesis proposal covers the oxidation testing of various representative bond coat alloys 

used in TBC systems. The transformations within the alloys and the resulting surface 
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morphologies and their potential impacts on TBC performance are investigated. The 

proposal is organized as follows: 

-Chapter 2 is an in-depth review of current TBC systems and the reasons for their 

failures. 

-Chapter 3 begins with an overview of the fundamentals of metal and alloy oxidation 

and will cover the oxidation behavior of current aluminide coatings. 

-Chapter 4 is an overview of the various phase transformations that occur in bond 

coat alloys. 

-Chapter 5 discusses the rumpling phenomenon in bond coats. 

-Chapter 6 presents the aims of the current project. 

-Chapter 7 is a discussion of the experimental procedures used. 

-Chapter 8 contains the results and discussion of the experiments described in Chapter 

7. 

-Chapter 9 is a summary of this thesis. 

-Chapter 10 contains suggestions for future work. 
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Chapter 2: Thermal Barrier Coating Systems 

TBC systems generally consist of a series of layers on top of the superalloy substrate. The 

cross-section of a typical system is represented in Figure 1. The innermost layer is a metallic 

bond coat, followed by a thermally grown oxide (TGO), and the outermost layer is the TBC, 

which is also known as the top coat. 

Sup era11 oy 
Sub stmte 

Figure 1. Structure o fa  typical TBC system 

2. I TBCs 

The TBC is generally comprised of zirconia partially stabilized with 68% yttria (YPSZ). 
The yttria serves to stabilize the mechanically superior tetragonal crystal structure in the 

zirconia. The properties that make YPSZ a very good choice for TBCs are its low thermal 

conductivity (-1.8WImK) [ 2 ] ,  its chemical stability at high temperatures, relatively high 

toughness, and a high thermal expansion coefficient for a ceramic, thus allowing for less 

thermal stress when bonded to a metal. The TBC can be applied by either plasma spraying 

(PS) or by electron beam physical vapor deposition (EB-PVD). The PS method involves the 

spraying of liquid or semi-liquid YPSZ directly onto the surface of the bond coat where it 

then rapidly solidifies. The resulting structure is significantly porous and contains many 

microcracks perpendicular to the surface; this structure increases both the toughness and 
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thermal insulating properties of the TBC. The more recent EB-PVD method is the preferred 

method for use on components which face the highest thermal and mechanical stresses. EB- 

PVD is a process in which the YPSZ is evaporated and then grows on the bond coat in such a 

way that many columnar grains are formed. This structure provides improved strain 

tolerance, which leads to a much longer lifetime [l]. The differences between the two 

structures are illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. 

Figure 2. A SY ,stem with a PS TBC [4] 

Figure 3. A syste 
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2.2 Current Bond Coats 

The primary purpose of the bond coat is to provide a surface for the TBC to bond to. It is 

also critical that the bond coat be oxidation resistant, as it also serves to prevent oxidation of 

the superalloy substrate. An ideal bond coat will have a slow growing, planar alumina scale 

and will also have a coefficient of thermal expansion which matches the substrate and the 

TBC as well as possible. The alumina scale that forms between the bond coat and the TBC 

must bond very well with both the bond coat and the TBC to avoid delamination. 

There are currently two different bond coats used in TBC systems. The first type is the 

MCrAlY bond coats, where M is a metal such as Ni and/or Co. The second type is platinum- 

modified nickel aluminides. The MCrAlY coatings generally consist of a mixture of phases 

known as y (Ni, FCC crystal structure) and P (NiA1, B2-type crystal structure) [6 ] .  Figure 4 

is a phase diagram for the Ni-Cr-AI system at 1100°C [7].  The Pt-modified aluminides 

typically consist entirely of the P-phase, although both a reversible martensitic transformation 

(Llo-type crystal structure) and the formation ofy' @&AI, Llz-type crystal structure) can 

occur under certain conditions. Figure 5, a phase diagram for the Ni-AI-Pt system at 1100 

and 11 50"C, illustrates the relative positions of these phases [8]. Both coating types are 

applied to the superalloy substrate using various methods such as plasma spraying, chemical 

vapor deposition (CVD), physical vapor deposition (PVD), and diffusion coatings to a 

thickness on the order of 50pm. It is important to note that neither type of coating was 

developed for use specifically as a bond coat; their original purpose was to provide oxidation 

and corrosion resistance as standalone metallic coatings [8]. When used as a bond coat, the 

surface morphology becomes important, and the ability to heal the protective alumina layer 

becomes less important since the TBC will likely fail after a single spallation of the TGO [8]. 
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A1 

Cr 20 40 GO SO Ni 
Nickel (at.%) 

Figure 4. The Ni-Cr-AI phase diagram at llOO°C [7] 

AI I100 / 1150°C 

At. %Pt 
Figure 5. The Ni-AI-Pt phase diagram at 1100/1150°C [SI 
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2.2.1 MCrAlY Coatings 

The MCrAlY coatings are most often applied by plasma spraying and are generally superior 

to the aluminide coatings with respect to hot corrosion resistance 191. Hot corrosion is an 

accelerated mode of attack due to the presence of molten salt, either from the environment or 

from the fuel used, and results in the formation of metal sulphides. Hot corrosion is a major 

concern when temperatures are between approximately 650 and 1000°C [lo]. Small amounts 

of yttrium are added to the bond coat in order to improve the adhesion of the TGO 1111. 

Above 1000°C oxidation becomes the dominant corrosion mechanism and the Pt-modified 

nickel aluminides are prefened because of their superior oxidation resistance 191. 

2.2.2 Pt-Modified Aluminides 

Binary NiAl alloys have relatively poor high-temperature oxidation resistance, but the 

addition of Pt promotes the exclusive formation of an adherent alumina scale and thereby 

inhibits the formation of Ni-rich oxides, which are very detrimental to oxidation performance 

[12]. Pt-modified aluminides are most typically applied using diffusion methods which 

result in an aluminum level of approximately 40at.% and a platinum level of up to 

approximately 1 Oat.%. The most common method of creating Pt-modified aluminide 

coatings, which are also called beta coatings, involves first electroplating a Pt layer and then 

aluminizing via a CVD process such as pack cementation. Elements such as Cr and Hf are 

commonly codeposited with AI to improve the corrosion behavior [13]. 

2.3 Failure of TBCs 

The spallation of the TBC top coat is a very destructive event, as it will generally result in 

failure of the substrate in a relatively short time due to a large increase in surface temperature 

of the metal. TBC spallation is initiated by cracking at either the TGOhond coat interface or 

at or near the TGO/TBC interface [4]. It is widely accepted that once enough cracks form, 
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they eventually coalesce into a crack large enough for the TBC to buckle and spall. In the 

majority of cases the cracking is attributed to the mechanical forces that result from the 

interface becoming non-planar. Also, the presence of Ni or Cr-rich oxides instead of pure 

alumina will worsen the spallation behavior significantly [4]. 

Evans et al. [ 111 provided a more in-depth analysis of the various failure mechanisms of TBC 

systems. The mechanical failure mechanisms are the result of TGO thickness heterogeneities 

in an otherwise planar interface, the formation of interface undulations, or foreign object 

damage. The chemical failure mechanisms which result in the formation of Ni-rich oxides 

such as spinels are attributed to either Al-depletion, where the spinel forms below the 

alumina layer, or Ni diffusing through the alumina to form spinel on top of the alumina layer. 

In either case, the failure occurs within the spinel layer. 

' 

A 1987 paper by Deb et al. [14], and a large number of recent papers [6, 11, 15-23], have 

focused on surface undulations as a major cause of TBC failure. While these surface 

undulations, which are commonly referred to as rumpling, have been reported to occur in 

MCrAlY coatings [15], rumpling has not been found to contribute to TBC failure in these 

alloys. Thus, the majority of research on rumpling has focused on aluminide coatings. 

Rumpling is generally found to evolve during cyclic oxidation of coated samples. A rumpled 

bond coat will have a very negative effect on TBC adhesion as shown in figure 6. The 

mechanisms behind this rumpling phenomenon will be the focus of this thesis and will be 

presented in greater detail in later sections. 
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Fig :ure 6. Rumpling on a NiAl bond coat after thermal cycling 161 

All mechanically-induced TBC separation, whether caused by rumpling or not, is ultimately 

due to the tensile forces that develop and allow cracks to nucleate and propagate. The 

relative locations of the tensile stresses that form around a perturbation are shown in figure 7. 

While the TBC is relatively strain tolerant for a ceramic, eventually the cracks form a 

separation large enough that the TBC layer buckles to relieve the stresses that develop [I 11. 

A 2003 paper by H.E. Evans [4] explained how chemical failure can exacerbate the 

mechanical stresses present through the following process: Aluminum can not diffuse fast 

enough to the peaks of the perturbation to replace the atoms lost to alumina formation; once 

that occurs, fast growing Ni- and Cr-rich oxides form at the peaks. These fast growing 

oxides are detrimental due to both their mechanical strength and the increased tensile stresses 

that result in the TBC. 

I-Dn Tensile Stress 

Bond Coat 
Figure 7. Tensile stresses in the TBC that form as a result of a surface imperfection 
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Chapter 3: Oxidation Behavior of Aluminide Coatings 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, Pt-modified nickel aluminides are chosen for use as bond coats 

due to their excellent high-temperature oxidation behavior. In particular, the slow growing, 

adherent alumina scale is what makes these types of alloys so desirable. Before delving into 

the specifics of oxidation of the Pt-modified P-NiAI bond coat alloys, a brief overview of 

oxidation will be presented. 

3. I Metal and Alloy Oxidation 

Growth of an oxide requires the diffusion of atoms through the existing oxide layer. Metal 

atoms can diffuse outwards from the metal and react with oxygen at the outer surface of the 

oxide, or oxygen can diffuse and react with metal atoms at the metal-oxide interface. 

Additionally, oxides can form subsurface precipitates instead of a discrete layer; this type of 

oxidation is especially common for high temperature alloys exposed to oxidation for 

extended time periods [25]. In some cases the diffusion of both the metal and oxygen are 

significant and new oxide can form within the oxide layer [26]. The desired behavior for 

oxide growth is the formation of a continuous, slow-growing scale. A scale of this type 

obeys diffusion controlled, parabolic kinetics [25]. Equations 1 and 2 [25] provide the means 

to calculate the weight change and thickness of the metal consumed, respectively. 

W , ' = k , t  

In the above equations, A W, is the weight change due to oxidation, k, is the parabolic rate 

constant, t is the time, x is the thickness of metal consumed, V,, is the molar volume of the 

alloy, v is the stoichiometric factor for the scale product, and M, is the atomic weight of 

oxygen [25]. 
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In a binary alloy A-B, the more reactive element may be preferentially oxidized, either 

internally or externally, depending on content. It is desirable that the oxidized element will 

form a protective scale on the surface of the alloy and the other element will not oxidize. 

The growth of a protective scale requires a sufficient supply of the metal that is oxidizing. In 

order for the protective scale to continue growing, the rate of metal consumed due to oxide 

scale growth must be slower or equal to the rate at which the metal atoms can diffuse to the 

scale [25]. If the rate of consumption is greater than the rate of supply, then the protective 

scale can fail. The minimum necessary concentration of the metal that forms the protective 

scale, N;,,,,,, , can be calculated using equation 3, derived by C. Wagner in 1952 [26]. DB is 

the diffusion coefficient of the oxidizing metal B in the alloy. 

3.1.2 Oxidation-Driven Stress 

Stress can be generated in a metauoxide system due to the oxide taking up a different volume 

than the metal that it replaces, differences in thermal expansion coefficients between the 

metal and the oxide, or because of more complicated mechanisms that take place, especially 

when alloys are considered. 

A common value used to describe metal-oxide systems is the Pilling-Bedworth ratio, CD, 

which is defined as the ratio of the volume of the metal oxide to that of the consumed metal. 

In general, if CD is less than 1, the oxide that forms will be porous and non-protective. If CD is 

very large, the oxide that forms will likely be under significant compressive stress which can 

lead to buckling and spallation of the oxide [27]. Interestingly, it has been shown 

mathematically and through experimentation that compressive stresses in the oxide can 

actually reduce the growth rate of the oxide [27]. For an oxide that grows at the oxide-metal 

interface the compressive stress slows down the flux of anion vacancies, thus slowing down 
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the diffusion of oxygen ions to that interface [27]. An additional oxidation mechanism that 

can cause stress to build up is due to oxygen going into solution in the substrate. Some 

metals have a very high solubility for oxygen, causing a large dilational strain that can lead to 

tensile failure of the oxide [27]. 

A numerical study of the stresses that can be induced in alloys where one element is 

preferentially oxidized is provided in a 2003 paper by Suo et al. [28]. While Suo’s paper 

provides numerical examples for the Pt-modified NiAl system, the general ideas can be 

applied to a wide range of alloys. When an alloy contains two elements where one oxidizes 

at elevated temperature and the other does not, the element that oxidizes will diffuse to the 

surface and the other element will generally diffuse in the opposite direction, but not 

necessarily at the same rate. Differing rates of diffusion between the two species is known as 

the Kirkendall effect, and can generate a stress. If the stress is tensile, voids can be generated 

near the surface. An example of the voids that were observed is shown in figure 8 [28]. This 

oxidation-driven stress mechanism may exist simultaneously with the other mechanisms 

discussed previously. 

Figure 8. Voids bi 
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3.2 Oxidation of p-NiAl Alloys 

The addition of precious metals, most commonly Pt and occasionally Pd or Ir [29], to NiAl 

allows for the formation of an adherent a-alumina scale. The alumina that grows on the 

surface requires a nucleation site, and thus, the grain size is largely dependent on surface 

finish. When Tolpygo and Clarke [16] observed the oxide that grew on an aluminide alloy, 

they found that both grain size and stress increased with finer surface finishes due to the lack 

of nucleation sites. The stress in the oxide layer plays an important role in the life of TBC 

systems. 

The P-NiAI phase field covers a large composition range as shown in figure 4, and the 

oxidation behavior can depend greatly on the particular composition, i.e. whether the alloy is 

Ni or A1 rich. It is known that sulfur is very detrimental to scale adherence, and that 

additions of small amounts of reactive elements such as Y, Hf, or Zr improve the adherence 

of the oxide scale in p alloys [29]. Oxidation behavior of aluminide bond coats can be 

influenced by the effects of the substrate; A1 will diffuse from the bond coat into the 

substrate, effectively creating a bond coat lower in A1 which is generally detrimental to the 

ability to maintain a purely alumina scale. Due to the complicating effect of bond 

coathubstrate interactions, the discussion of the oxidation behavior of coated substrates will 

not be covered in this chapter. 

3.2.1 Isothermal Oxidation 

The oxidation behavior of binary NiAl depends greatly on the A1 content. Stoichiometric 

and near-stoichiometric NiAl forms an adherent alumina scale down to an A1 content of 

-43at.% A1 [ 121. Lower A1 contents result in the formation of Ni-rich oxides and a much 

larger mass gain as shown in the experimental data for bulk alloys from Pint et al. [12] in 

figure 8. Figure 8 also illustrates the beneficial effects of Hf, one of the reactive elements 
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that have also been shown to improve cyclic oxidation behavior by promoting an adherent, 

slow-growing, alumina scale. 

While Pt has been known to have a very beneficial impact on the oxidation behavior of NiA1, 

the exact mechanisms behind its role are stil1 unclear. In 1977 Jackson et al. [30] reported 

that high concentrations of Pt were found at the surface of the alloy and surmised that Pt 

retarded the diffusion of refractory elements from the substrate, preventing them from 

oxidizing. A later paper by Schaeffer et al. [31] confirmed the diffusion retarding effect of Pt 

additions. Pt is apparently beneficial in preventing diffusion of detrimental elements, but this 

alone does not fully explain its role in promoting scale adherence. As figure 9 illustrates, Pt 

improves the oxidation behavior of aluminides even when no superalloy substrate elements 

are present; Pt prevents low aluminum p alloys from forming the fast growing Ni-rich oxides 

that they would form had they not included Pt. Gleeson et al. [8] also showed that Pt 

improved the scale adhesion in p alloys. The researchers also created ternary diffusion 

couples to better understand the role of Pt. It was found that although Pt decreases the 

chemical activity of A1 (which would reduce the tendency to form alumina), “the 

interdiffusion coefficient for A1 in its own concentration gradient, DAIAI, increases with 

increasing Pt content”. The latter observation serves to explain a possible mechanism behind 

the beneficial role of Pt; as the A1 concentration near the surface decreases due to oxidation, 

A1 will more readily diffuse to the surface, preventing the formation of detrimental Ni-rich 

oxides. 
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Time (h) in 500h cycles at 1000°C 
Figure 9. The effect of AI and Pt content on quasi-isothermal oxidation of p alloys I121 

3.2.2 Cyclic Oxidation 

A alloy which undergoes cyclic oxidation, i.e. where it is oxidized at a high temperature for 

a given length of time then cooled to a low temperature where it is held before repeating the 

heating and cooling cycle many more times, behaves much differently than the same alloy 

oxidized at the same temperature for the same amount of time under isothermal conditions. 

Because cyclic oxidation more closely resembles the conditions to which these alloys are 

exposed to while in service, it can be considered to provide more representative results than 

isothermal oxidation experiments. In general, cyclic oxidation is more severe than 

isothermal oxidation and can result in more undesirable oxidation behavior. The poorer 

performance of cyclically oxidized sample is attributed to the stresses that result from the 

differences in thermal expansion coefficients between the alloy and the oxide, andor from 

phase changes that might occur upon heating or cooling. 
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As in isothermal oxidation, Pt has also been shown to have beneficial effects on alumina 

scale adhesion [8,9, 12,281 in cyclic testing. In one of the first papers to discuss the cyclic 

oxidation behavior of bulk nickel aluminides, Leyens et al. [9] explored the addition of small 

amounts (-O.OSat.%) Hf and found that Hf improved the oxidation performance of binary 

NiAl to such an extent that Pt additions may be unnecessary. The researchers also reported 

that Cr, while known to promote alumina formation, results in accelerated scale growth and 

spallation of the alumina. Unfortunately, Cr additions are required to provide resistance to 

hot corrosion, thus leading the researchers to conclude that high temperature oxidation 

resistance and hot corrosion resistance may be mutually exclusive 191. In a more recent 

paper [27] the same research group looked at the possible effect of Pt and Hf on thermal 

expansion of the alloy, but the results failed to provide sufficient explanation for the 

improvements in scale adhesion. 

In a 2004 paper by Pint (also an author of the two papers discussed above) [12], various 

alloys were tested for up to 2000 1 hour cycles at 1100°C. Once again, the benefits of Pt and 

Hf additions were evident and oxidation behavior was excellent for alloys with A1 contents as 

low as 37.2at.%. When the A1 content was reduced to 34.7at.%, the sample experienced a 

much larger mass gain due to oxidation and exhibited macroscopic deformation. Due to its 

lower aluminum content, the alloy experienced a reversible transformation from single phase 

p to a two phase mixture of j3 and y' upon cooling as would be expected from the binary Ni- 

A1 phase diagram in figure 10. The formation of y' and other transformations, such as a 

reversible martensitic transformation, can have detrimental effects on oxidation behavior and 

will be discussed in more depth in Chapter 4. 
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AI At. %Ni Ni 
Figure 10. The nickel-aluminum phase diagram [32] 
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Chapter 4: Bond Coat Phase Transformations 

All bond coat alloys are exposed to conditions such as high temperature oxidation where 

chemical change is inevitable. The changes can be due to elements diffusing to or from the 

TGO or superalloy substrate. If the composition of the bond coat changes enough, phase 

transformations can occur. While MCrAlY bond coats normally contain both p and y phases, 

aluminide coatings are generally produced as single-phase p. Under cyclic oxidation it is 

found that P-NiAI can eventually form y' or undergo a martensitic transformation. These two 

transformations in aluminide bond coats have been studied quite in-depth [16,22,33,34] due 

to their implications on TBC failures. The differences in molar volumes and thermal 

expansion coefficients between the different phases cause stresses that result in oxide 

spallation or undulations at the surface of the bond coat. 

Novel bond coats have been proposed by researchers at Iowa State [8] and are based on the 

Pt modified y+y' system. While these alloys have a microstructure that is generally stable, 

under certain circumstances the formation of a subsurface zone containing a (NiPt, Llo-type 

crystal structure) is observed. The phase transformations in both coatings and y-y' alloys 

will be discussed in this chapter. 

4. I Phase Transformations within the J System 

Aluminide coatings have been applied to turbine components since the 1970s. The rumpling 

phenomenon led researchers to investigate phase changes within the bond coats. Phase 

transformations were not considered as a possible mechanism responsible for rumpling until 

the y' precipitates were observed and determined to be a major cause of rumpling in the 2000 

paper by Tolpygo and Clarke [16]. Interestingly, while a martensitic transformation had 

been known to occur in the NiAl system since 1954 [35] and was studied extensively by 

Smialek and Hehemann in 1973, it was not considered in aluminide bond coats until the 2003 

paper by Chen et al. [34]. 
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4.1.1 The f3 to y' Transformation 

The microstructure of the Pt-modified aluminide coating used by Tolpygo and Clarke [16] is 

shown in figure 1 1. The outermost layer is -30pm thick and has a composition in at.% of 

45% Ni, 44 %AI, 6% Pt, 3.5% Co and 1.5% Cr. This composition is well within the phase 

field shown in figure 5; no y' would be expected to form for this composition. The key to the 

formation of y' is that the composition of the coating becomes Ni-enriched when exposed to 

high temperatures. After 100 1 hour cycles at 1 150°C, the microstructure of the coating is 

completely different, as shown in figure 12 [16]. 
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Figui 

During oxidation aluminum was lost due to both oxidation and diffusion into the substrate. 

The concentration of A1 in the p phase dropped to 32at.%, the lower limit of the p phase 

field. Further A1 depletion caused the formation of y'. If Pt-modified aluminide coatings are 

oxidized for longer times, more of the p phase will transform into y'. Angenete et al. [36] 

tested coated alloys out to 20,000 hours and found that after 5,000 hours at 1050°C the 

coatings had nearly entirely transformed to y'. 

4.1.1 The Martensitic Transformation 

A 1973 paper by Smialek and Hehemann [37] reported the martensitic transformation of 

binary NiAl and reported the martensite start temperature (M,) as a function of Ni 

composition: M, (K) = -7410 + 124* (at.% Ni). It is clear from this equation that martensite 

is only expected to form for Ni-rich compositions because the M, decreases to well below 

ambient temperatures as the composition approaches stoichiometric NiA1. Further research 

on the reversible martensitic transformation was undertaken by LaSek and Chraska [38,39] 

using electrical resistivity measurements. These researchers found that the martensitic 

transformation is more complicated than previously thought [37]. It was found that other 
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phases can influence the martensitic transformation of NiAI. The metastable phase NizAl 

(hexagonal crystal structure) was observed for alloys between 62 and 63at.% Ni. For alloys 

with 63 to 66at.% Ni the Ni~A13 (orthorhombic crystal structure) forms from martensite then 

decomposes into Ni3A1 and NiAl upon heating. Neither NizAl nor NiSAl3 have been reported 

in Pt-modified p bond coat alloys. 

Another paper focusing on the martensitic transformation of binary NiAl [40] provided two 

very interesting observations. While this paper was primarily interested in the mechanical 

effects of martensite formation, two previously unreported mechanisms behind NiAl 

martensite formation were proposed. The first observation was that in addition to being 

thermally driven, martensite formation can also be stress-driven; the researchers found that 

martensite forms at crack tips within the /3 phase. The second observation was that /3 did not 

transform completely to martensite at the M, temperature, but instead seemed to increase its 

volume fraction as it cooled. A graph showing the increase in martensite volume fraction is 

shown in figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Martensite formation in as-cast NiAl [40] 
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In contrast to the binary NiAl system, the martensitic transformation in the Pt-modified 

aluminides has only very recently been reported. While martensite has been observed for 

both aluminide bond coats [23,33,41] and bulk alloys [12] which were cyclically oxidized, 

only one paper [42] studied the martensitic transformation in any detail. Chen et al. [42] 

used high temperature x-ray diffraction (HT-XRD) and differential thermal analysis (DTA) 

to examine the reversible p-to-martensite transformation that occurred within a commercial 

bond coat. The researchers concluded that the critical cooling rate for martensite formation 

was less than 25"C/min (faster cooling rates would form martensite, slower rates would not) 

and that the transformation temperature for the commercial bond coat was much higher than 

the binary alloy. Unfortunately, since a commercial coating was used, the composition 

dependence of the transformation was not investigated. Further study of the martensitic 

transformation in bulk Pt-modified aluminides will be a major focus of this thesis. 

4.2 Phase Transformations Within the y+y' System 

Only two papers [S ,  121 have reported on the oxidation behavior of potential bond coat alloys 

based on the y+y' system. An alloy with the composition in at.% of 48Ni-22A1-30Pt was 

found to have good oxidation performance, but a cross-section revealed a rumpled surface as 

shown in figure 14 [8]. A subsurface y layer formed due to selective oxidation of aluminum. 

Additionally, the rumpled alloy in figure 14 shows the formation of a layer containing a- 

NiPt(A1). The researchers attributed a formation to the back diffusion of Pt from the y layer 

into the alloy. As of this date, there have been no papers published on the oxidation of 

superalloys coated with y?' alloys. It is important to note that severe phase changes due to 

aluminum depletion (as have been observed in aluminide coatings) would not be expected for 

y+y' alloys due to uphill diffusion of aluminum from the substrate into the coating [8]. The 

transformations that occur in y+y' alloys will be researched for this thesis work. 
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Figure 14. Microstructure of 48Ni-22AI-30Pt after 1000 1 hour cycles at 1150'C in air [SI 
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Chapter 5: The Rumpling Phenomenon 

As mentioned in chapter 2, the rumpling of Pt-modified aluminide bond coats has emerged as 

a critical mechanism behind the failure of TBCs. While the negative consequences of these 

surface undulations are widely agreed upon, the mechanisms that lead to the formation of 

rumpling are very much disputed. A wide variety of mechanisms have been proposed, some 

papers have listed a combination of mechanisms while some have focused on only one 

mechanism. Nearly all studies have utilized cyclic oxidation of commercially prepared 

coatings on superalloy substrates. 

In 1987 Deb et al. [14] published one of the earliest papers to focus on rumpling, and 

proposed three possible mechanisms that could be responsible for this phenomenon: the 

thermal expansion mismatch between the coating and substrate and possibly between the 

coating and oxide; thermal gradients within the coating system; and variations in coating 

mechanical properties. These researchers observed rumpling with a wavelength of 

approximately 100 pm and amplitude of 20 to 50 pm for samples cycled to 1 100°C, but none 

for isothermally oxidized samples. All Pt-modified samples showed good bond coatfTGO 

adherence, as have nearly all similar coatings studies since. The researchers did not report 

any precipitates forming in the coating. It was found that thicker coatings, which had a 

higher concentration of Al, did not rumple as severely as the thinner coatings. The 

researchers attributed this to an increased strength in the thicker coatings that counteracted 

the effects of a larger coefficient of thermal expansion. Unfortunately, no measurements of 

mechanical strength or thermal expansion were reported by the researchers; instead, the 

changes in mechanical properties were only inferred from the results of the experiments. 

There was very limited research on rumpling during the 1990’s, with the noticeable 

exception of the 1995 paper by Pennefather and Boone [15], which reported rumpling in 

MCrAlY bond coats and stressed the importance of further research. In 2000 an extensive 

experimental investigation of rumpling in Pt-modified aluminide bond coats applied to single 
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crystal substrates was reported by Tolpygo and Clarke [16]. These researchers cyclically and 

isothermally oxidized the samples at both 1150°C and 1200°C. Rumpling was observed to 

have wavelengths between 30 and 50pm and amplitudes that increased during oxidation. 

These researchers investigated the effect of residual compressive stress in the oxide and 

found that even when compressive stresses differed by a factor of two after oxidation at 

1200"C, no differences were observed in the extent of rumpling of the samples. The second 

possible mechanism behind rumpling that was investigated was the effect of differences in 

thermal expansion coefficients between the bond coat and the superalloy substrate. Samples 

exposed to the same number of cycles, but with different amounts of time at 1150°C showed 

major differences in rumpling. Since the samples experienced the same amount and severity 

of heating and cooling, differences in thermal expansion could not be the only mechanism 

behind rumpling. Upon examination of the bond coat after oxidation, y' precipitates were 

observed. As shown in figure 15, y' formed a continuous subsurface layer in the cyclically 

oxidized samples, while the isothermally oxidized sample had more randomly distributed y' 

precipitates along with large cavities in the bond coat layer. Mumm et al. [44] also observed 

a correlation between y' formation and rumpling. 

Tolpygo and Clarke [16] describe the work done in a previous paper by He et al. [43] in 

which a model to explain rumpling is presented. The mechanism described by He et al. [43] 
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relies on a phenomenon called “ratcheting”. Ratcheting is said to be due to the differences in 

thermal expansion between the substrate and a surface film (the oxide in our case), and 

requires plastic yielding of the substrate once the stress becomes large enough. The model 

that was developed also required a critical sized undulation before the ratcheting could 

proceed. Tolpygo and Clarke [16] did not accept the mechanism proposed by Chen et al., 

[42] due to its implication that rumpling would be expected in all metal-oxide systems that 

develop compressive stresses in the oxide. The other issue that the researchers had with the 

model was that it would predict rumpling in bulk aluminides, which had not been observed. 

The explanation for rumpling that is given by Tolpygo and Clarke [ 161 contains two 

mechanisms which both are related to a volume decrease of the bond coat during oxidation. 

As was previously mentioned, a transformation from p to y‘ was observed; according to these 

authors, this transformation has an associated volume reduction of 38%. In their calculations 

these authors appeared to neglect the stoichiometry of the phases, and the actual volume 

change would be lower. Since a non-zero volume change would still be expected for the p- 
to-y’ transformation, the theory behind their model is still applicable. The model also 

requires a TGO that is relatively weak and plastically deforms to conform to any undulations 

that form in the bond coat. Since both the isothermal and cyclic samples showed y‘ 

formation, and yet, only the cyclic samples rumpled, these authors examined the voids that 

were only present in the isothermally oxidized samples. It was determined that the voids 

were most likely Kirkendall porosity resulting from the flux of vacancies which compensates 

for the diffusion of Ni and A1 towards the surface of the alloy. Tolpygo and Clarke further 

theorized that under cyclic oxidation the pores collapsed due to thermal stresses, leading to a 

larger decrease in volume for the cyclic samples. This theory explains why rumpling is only 

seen in the cyclically oxidized samples. 

In a 2003 paper by Panat et al. [20], the existing mechanisms that had been proposed to 

explain rumpling were considered, and a new mechanism based on studies from the 
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semiconductor industry was developed. The researchers propose that stress-driven diffusion 

is responsible for rumpling. The model focuses on diffusion in the bond coat near the TGO 

interface, and ignores any interaction between the bond coat and the substrate. The driving 

force behind the diffusion at the surface of the bond coat is the thermal mismatch stress that 

develops from thermal cycling. The thermodynamic quantity that then drives the shape 

change is the chemical potential. The chemical potential is affected by changes in the elastic 

strain energy, the surface energy of the bond coat, and curvature of the bond coat. 

Differences in chemical potential at the surface affect the diffusion of atoms there, leading to 

variations in the growth velocity. While the researchers developed a model which predicts 

rumpling wavelengths that are within the range that has been experimentally observed, their 

model requires the surface to have an initial waviness. The model does not include any other 

mechanisms besides stress-driven diffusion in its explanation of rumpling. 

A model which considers the effects of the substrate, the bond coat and the TGO was 

developed by B a h t  and Hutchinson in 2003 [21]. This model first examines the oxide and 

bond coat individually, with an emphasis on the martensitic transformation as reported by 

Chen et al. [33]. The researchers then combined the substrate, the bond coat and the TGO 

which had an initial surface undulation, and executed a simulation which showed undulation 

growth with thermal cycling. The model did not take into account the formation of any 

precipitates in the bond coat. In a 2005 paper by B a h t  and Hutchinson [45], the researchers 

expanded on their previous model. The influence of the martensitic transformation on 

rumpling was expanded upon and it was discovered that decreasing the temperature at which 

the transformation occurs by 200°C could reduce the magnitude of rumpling by an order of 

magnitude. It was also found that the addition of a top coat could reduce the magnitude of 

rumpling by the same amount. Another observation was that undulations with longer 

wavelengths would grow faster than those with shorter wavelengths, thus leading to an 

increase in average wavelength as the simulation progressed. The model predicted that a 
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bond coat that was not connected to a substrate would not rumple and did not consider any 

compositional changes within the bond coat as the experiment progressed. 

Three very recent papers by Tolpygo and Clarke [22-241 have expanded on their previous 

work on rumpling. The first paper 1221 focused on the effect of coating thickness and found 

that rumpling was at a maximum with a coating thickness of between 100 and 150pm. The 

authors used this finding to show that neither the thermal expansion mismatch with the 

substrate nor the growth stress in the oxide could explain rumpling of the bond coat. The 

compositional differences in the coatings did not seem to be given enough consideration, and 

the authors’ conclusion that bulk alloys or very thick coatings would not rumple, may be in 

error. In order for an accurate comparison to be made, the compositions of the bulk alloys or 

thick coatings would have to reflect the significant depletion of A1 that takes place during 

oxidation of the thin coatings. Measurements of the tortuosity of the rumpled surface led the 

researchers to describe an “elongational strain” in the coating. As in their previous paper 

[I61 a compositional change, Le. the formation of y‘, was considered a likely cause of 

rumpling due to its contribution to the elongational strain. 

Tolpygo and Clarke also published a two-part paper covering the results various oxidation 

experiments [23] and the characterization of those results [24]. In addition to testing Pt- 

modified aluminide coatings, a bulk alloy was prepared with a similar composition to the 

bond coat; the composition created was: 45.5at.% Ni, 43.7at.% Al, 5.5at.% Pt, 3.6at.% Co, 

and 1.7at.% Ni. Between 50 and 200 ppmw Y was then added to improve scale adherence. 

The bulk alloy was never observed to rumple. One of the experiments involved thermally 

cycling a coated sample in a vacuum. This experiment minimized the possible role of 

oxidation on rumpling since the sample showed rumpling with only a very thin scale from 

pre-oxidation. The researchers also investigated the possible effect of a martensitic 

transformation on rumpling. Through cyclic oxidation experiments which were designed to 

avoid the martensitic transformation, but still resulted in rumpled samples, the martensitic 
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transformation was ruled out as a mechanism which causes rumpling. Additionally, it was 

found that attributing rumpling solely to the formation of y‘ was incorrect, since rumpling 

was observed prior to any p transforming to y’. The researchers again looked at the effect of 

thermal mismatch between the substrate and the coating, but the magnitudes of the calculated 

results using only differences in thermal expansion were much too low to account for the 

severity of the observed rumpling. None of the possible mechanisms sufficiently explained 

the formation of rumpling. 

Part I1 of the two part paper by Tolpygo and Clarke [24] expanded on their observation of 

bond coat “swelling”. During the first hours of oxidation, the bond coat increased in 

thickness by approximately 10%. The bond coats of samples which were cyclically oxidized 

continued to grow, eventually becoming 13 to 15% thicker. The isothermally oxidized 

samples had bond coats that did not get thicker after the initial period, and actually ended up 

being only 8 to 9% thicker than they were before oxidation. Since A1 lost to the formation of 

the oxide would serve to reduce the thickness of the bond coat, interdiffusion between the 

coating and the substrate seems to be the cause of bond coat swelling. It was found that the 

rate of Ni diffusing into the bond coat was greater than the rate of A1 diffusing from the bond 

coat into the substrate, thus the swelling of the coating. It is suggested that swelling, 

specifically of individual grains within the bond coat, may be responsible for rumpling. A 

detailed study of the mechanical effects of swelling has not yet been published. 
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.Chapter 6: Aims of Current Project 

The primary goal of this research is to gain a more detailed understanding of the rumpling 

phenomenon in current and potential nickel aluminum alloys. The specific goals can be 

summarized as follows: 

-To determine the role of subsurface a-phase formation in the rumpling of y-y’ alloys 

-To investigate the nature of the martensitic transformation in p alloys and the effects 

of Pt addition 

-To determine the role the martensitic transformation in the rumpling of p alloys 
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Chapter 7: Experimental Procedures 

The samples used in this study were prepared by the Materials Processing Center (MPC) at 

Ames Laboratory. The samples were prepared by arc melting high purity pieces of the 

constituents in an argon atmosphere. Next, the samples were then drop-cast into 10 or 12mm 

diameter rods while under argon. The rods were then annealed in argon for 24 hours at 

1200"C, then 5 days at 1150°C to homogenize. 

7. I Isothermal Oxidation 

lmm thick sections were cut from the annealed samples and the surface was polished using 

lpm diamond polish or 240,600, 1200 coarse, or 1200 fine grit S ic  paper on one side only. 

The samples were placed polished side up in an alumina tray and then inserted into a 

preheated 1150°C horizontal tube furnace. Both ends of the furnace were left open to the 

atmosphere in the room. After the desired time for isothermal oxidation was reached, the 

samples were either cooled at 15"C/min in the furnace, pulled to the very end of the furnace 

tube to air cool, or were immediately quenched in water. 

7.2 Cyclic Oxidation 

Once again, lmm thick sections were cut from the annealed samples and the surface was 

polished using a lpm diamond polish or Sic  paper to a 240,600, 1200 coarse, or 1200 fine 

grit finish on one side only. Two different types of furnaces were used for cyclic oxidation 

experiments. The first type was a horizontal tube furnace open to the room atmosphere on 

both ends. The samples were placed polished side up on alumina trays and placed in the 

room temperature furnace. The furnace was programmed to ramp to 1150°C at 15"C/min, 

hold for one hour, then cool to a lower temperature at 15Wmin for an hour dwell. The 

cycles were repeated until the desired number of cycles was reached, upon which time the 
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furnace was programmed to cool to room temperature from the lower temperature at 

15"C/min. 

The second type of furnace used was a two zone vertical tube furnace which was open to the 

atmosphere in the room. The samples were placed in cylindrical alumina crucibles with the 

polished side facing upwards. Up to 5 crucibles, each containing one sample, were 

suspended from a rod which positioned the samples within the furnace. The upper and lower 

furnaces were set to the desired upper and lower dwell temperatures, respectively. The dwell 

time at each temperature, as well as the number of cycles, was programmed and the 

positioning rod transported the samples to the top zone of the furnace where the experiment 

would begin. If room temperature was desired for the low temperature dwell the sample 

positioning rod would lower the samples all the way to the bottom of the furnace tube. 

7.3 Profilometry 

After oxidation testing the surfaces of all samples were characterized using a Hommelwerke 

stylus profilometer. A 2mm wide by 3mm long area was scanned on all samples. The 

scanned area consisted of 600 2mm long scans. A TK300 stylus was used with a vertical 

measurement range of 80pm. A scan speed of O S d s  and a cut-off length (1,) of 0.25mm 

were used. All measured surface parameters were recorded. After performing the scan a 

program entitled HommelMup Basic was used to generate images like the one shown in 

figure 16. A waviness filter with a cut-off of 0 . 4 m  was applied to the surface profile in 

order to level the image. 
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7.4 Micvoscopy 

Both cross sections and surfaces of the oxidized specimens were observed using scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM). The specimens were first cut in half using a high speed cut off 

wheel. The specimens were then sputter coated with a thin layer of gold. One half was kept 

in the gold coated state for surface imaging. In order to preserve the TGO, the second half 

was electroplated with approximately 100pm of copper before mounting in epoxy. After 

curing, the epoxy mounted sample was ground using Sic  paper, then polished using lpm 

diamond polish to reveal the cross section. The polished surface was sputter coated with 

gold in preparation for SEM analysis. Both secondary and back-scattered electrons were 

used for analysis. 
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7.5 High-Temperature X-ray Diffraction (HT-AT@) 

HT-XRD testing was performed at the 6-IDD MUCAT beam line at the Advanced Photon 

Source (APS) at Argonne National Lab. 

97.844KeV. Samples were prepared by Matt Besser from homogenized ingots by 

pulverizing in a mortar and pestle, or in a freezer mill if the samples were too ductile at room 

temperature. The samples were pulverized until a particle size of less than 500pm was 

obtained. Next, the samples were then sealed in 2mm quartz capillaries under 1/3atm Ar. 

Then the samples were then placed in a resistively heated furnace directly in line with x-ray 

beam and continuously rotated during the experiments. A MAR 345 image plate collected 

the diffracted x-rays, with an exposure time of 30 seconds. Reitveld refinement of the data 

was performed by Matt Besser using GSAS software. 

The energy of the photons from the APS was 

7.6 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

Martensite forming Pt-modified nickel aluminides were tested at the High Temperature 

Materials Laboratory (HTML) at Oak Ridge National Lab. Specimens were created by 

machining discs 1.5mm thick and 6mm in diameter. The specimens were placed in Pt 

crucibles and tested under flowing Ar. A sapphire reference was used to obtain the 

measurements. The testing took place between room temperature and 1200°C. Heating and 

cooling rates of between 2 and 4OWmin were used, as were isothermal holds at various 

temperatures. Both phase transformation and heat capacity measurements were taken. 

7.7 Mechanical Testing 

In order to gain a better understanding of the mechanisms behind the rumpling that has been 

observed in the y+y' alloy 48Ni-22A1-30Pt, mechanical testing was performed by Dr. J. Dan 

Whittenberger at the NASA-Glen Research Center. Compositions of the various phases 

present in this alloy and a lower Pt content alloy after oxidation (see figure 14) were 
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measured using an electron probe microanalyzer (EPMA), and alloys with the compositions 

of the various phases were cast by the MPC at Ames Laboratory. Additionally, 2 alloys were 

created to examine the effect of Pt on the strength of the y phase. After homogenizing the 

alloys, electrical discharge machining (EDM) was used to create samples 4mm in diameter 

and 8mm in length from the original castings. In particular, the high temperature slow plastic 

flow properties of the alloys were tested using constant velocity compression tests which 

were performed in a universal test machine. The samples were tested at 1000, 1200, and 

1400K with strain rates of approximately 2*lO”, 5*10-’, and 2*10-6s-’. 

7.8 Potentiometric Measurements 

An additional method to observe the martensitic transformation in Ni-rich Pt-modified 

aluminides was through the use of potentiometric measurements. EDM was used to create 

45mm long samples which were 3mm thick and 3mm wide. Four electrical connections were 

made on each sample by spot welding inch long pieces of 24 gauge Pt wire as shown in 

figure 17. The two electrodes welded near the ends of the sample were used to pass a current 

through the sample and the two inner electrodes, which were welded lcm from the other 

electrodes, were connected to a voltmeter. The specimen was tested in Dr. David Cam’s 

laboratory at Iowa State University. Testing took place inside of a sealed alumina tube under 

flowing argon. The tube was placed in a furnace and the voltage change as a function of 

temperature was recorded. 

Figure 17. Resistivity specimen showing relative locations of Pt electrodes 
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Chapter 8: Results and Discussion 

The experiments performed for this thesis can be separated into two groups by the type of 

alloy that was studied. The first group contains the isothermal oxidation experiments on y-y' 

alloys and the mechanical testing results based on these alloys. The second group contains 

the experiments which were used to investigate the martensitic transformation and the cyclic 

oxidation experiments performed on p alloys. 

8. I Isothermal Oxidation of y-y' Alloys 

Two y-y' alloys were chosen for study based on their previously observed oxidation behavior. 

The compositions of these alloys were Ni-22A1-30Pt (#7) and Ni-22A1-25Pt (#28) in atomic 

percentages, with Ni making up the remainder. (All alloy compositions in this work will be 

provided in atomic percent unless otherwise noted.) As illustrated in figure 18, it was 

discovered that after 100 hours at 1 150°C, alloy #7 would rumple, while the alloy slightly 

lower in Pt, #28, would not. 

The following three variables affecting rumpling were examined: (i) the surface finish of the 

sample; (ii) the time of exposure; and (iii) the cooling rate from 11 50°C. In order to 

quantitatively compare the samples, two statistical parameters from profilometry were 
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chosen to represent the amplitude and wavelength of the rumpled surface. The first 

parameter, R,(DN), is the mean peak-to-valley height measurement and corresponds to the 

average amplitude of a given scan. The second parameter, &, is the average wavelength 

within a given scan. R,(DN) is calculated using a relatively simple method; the profile is 

divided into 5 equal sections (in this case, 400pm long) and the height difference between the 

lowest valley and the highest peak is measured for each section, then the 5 values are 

averaged to give a Rz(~m)  value for that scan. ha is a slightly more involved calculation; it 

includes both wavelength and amplitude, differing it from the mean peak-to-peak parameter 

S,. Since rumpling is at least somewhat periodic, 

calculated for S,. h, is calculated by dividing the average roughness, R,, by the slope, Aa, 

then multiplying by 2n. The average roughness was calculated using a sampling length of 

1.67mm. The R,(om) and h, for each of the 600 scans which make up a 2 by 3mm area can 

then be averaged to obtain values for the entire scanned area. 

is generally very close to the values 

To compensate for sample tilting or macroscopic deformations at the surface of the samples, 

a filtering algorithm was applied to the raw profilometry data. A cut-off of 0.8mm and a 

filter size of 0.8 by 0.8mm were used on all samples. The chosen cut-off size was 

sufficiently large enough for all features of interest to be unaffected. As a result of the 

filtering, 0.8mm in both the x and y-directions are lost in the final image. Profilometry 

images of the two samples shown in figure 18 are shown in figure 19. After filtering, 

individual profiles can be extracted from any location within the image. A horizontal 

extracted profile is essentially identical to the raw data for the scan at that location. An 

example of an extracted profile for the upper image in figure 19 is provided in figure 20. The 

Rz(~p,) and ha values for that scan are included for reference. 
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Figure 19. Alloys #7 (top) and #28 (bottom) after 100 hours at 1150°C, 1200 grit initial finish, cooled at 
1S0C/min 
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Figure 20. Extracted profile for alloy #7 after 100 hours at 115OoC, coarse 1200 grit initial finish, cooled 
at lS°C/min, Rz(oIN) = 10.2 vm and & = 32.2vm 

Upon examination of the extracted profile in figure 20, it seems that the calculated R,(DN) 

and h, values provide very reasonable values for both the peak-to-peak amplitude and the 

wavelength, respectively. 

The results of the investigation on the effects of different initial surface finishes, oxidation 

times, and the cooling rate from 1150°C on the rumpling of alloy #7 are summaraized in 

table 1. These results are discussed in more detail in the following sections. 

Table 1. Summary of results for isothermal oxidation of alloy #7 

8.1.1 Effect of Initial Surface Finish 
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In order to illustrate the effect of initial surface finish on rumpling, the results for 2 samples 

which had identical oxidation exposure, but different surface finishes are presented in figure 

21. It was found that samples which were prepared using 240-grit Sic  paper had rumpling 

with both larger amplitude and wavelength than the sample which had been prepared using 

1200-grit paper. Profilometry images for the two samples are shown in figure 22 using the 

same magnification. It is very clear from the images that the sample finished with 240-grit 

paper has rumpling with a much longer wavelength. When preparing the initial surface, the 

Sic  paper was used in only one direction; top to bottom. It seems that in the case of the 240- 

grit sample that the rumpling follows the grooves left from the initial finish, while the 

rumpling in the 1200-grit sample appears independent of grinding direction. 

240-grit oxidized 1200-grit oxidized 240-grit pre-oxidation 1 200-grit pre-oxidation 

Effect of Initial Surface Finish on Rumpling 

Figure 21. Comparison of the degree of rumpling in alloy #I after 100 hours at 1150°C and cooled at 
500°C/min for 2 different surface finishes, as well as the parameters for the samples prior to oxidation 
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Figure 22. Alloy #7 after 100 hours at 1150°C, 240-(left) and lZOO-(right) grit initial finish, cooled at 
500°Clmin 

The results shown in figure 22 introduce an unfortunate limitation of the profilometer. The 

rumpling in the sample prepared with 240-grit paper is anisotropic and when the profilometer 

scanned from left to right, it was generally moving perpendicular to the rumpling. In 

contrast, the sample prepared with 1200-grit paper had nearly isotropic rumpling and the 

profilometer stylus generally did not perpendicularly cross the individual undulations. When 

scanning over an undulation at an angle less than 90", the stylus will remain on the 

undulation for a greater distance. Because of this, the reported wavelength value, h,, will be 

greater for samples with isotropic rumpling. As illustrated in figure 21, the h, value for the 

240-grit sample is only 15% greater than the h, value for the 1200-grit sample; while figure 

22 shows that the true wavelength is closer to twice as great. While the amplitude parameter, 

R z ( ~ i ~ ) ,  has a spatial component, it is not significantly affected by the direction of the 

rumpling. Cross-sectional analysis has the same disadvantage of not necessarily providing a 

perpendicular image of the individual undulations. 
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While h, does not provide the absolute magnitude of the wavelength for samples with 

isotropic rumpling, comparisons between samples is still possible. The rumpling in samples 

with 1200-grit and finer finishes does not seem to be influenced by the initial surface. The 

rumpling parameters of two samples of alloy #7 which were exposed to the same oxidation 

conditions, but had been polished using either 1200-grit paper or a 1pm polish, were very 

similar. As shown in figure 23, the rumpling of both samples appeared very isotropic. 

Because of the isotropic nature of the surfaces, it was determined that the initial surface 

defects generated by 1200-grit paper or a lpm polish were small enough not to influence 

rumpling. In order to draw conclusions about the effects of the other experimental variables 

(length of exposure and cooling rate), 1200-grit or a 1pm finishes were used in order to 

eliminate any errors associated with anisotropic rumpling. 
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8.1.2 Effect of Oxidation Time 
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In order to determine how the degree of rumpling changes with the length of isothermal 

oxidation, samples with a 1 pm initial surface finish were oxidized at 1 150°C for two 

different durations. Figures 24 and 25 show the resulting rumpling parameters and the 
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profilometry images, respectively. Error bars indicating plus or minus one standard deviation 

are included in figure 24. It is relatively clear that both the wavelength and amplitude of 

rumpling tend to increase with time. The increase in rumpling may be tied to an increase in 

thickness of a subsurface layer which is examined in the next section. 

Effect of Oxidation Time on Rumpling 
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Figure 24. Comparison of the degree of rumpling in alloy #I with a lpm initial finish and different 
amounts of time at 1150OC followed by water quenching 
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Figure 25. Alloy #7 with a lpm initial finish after 100 hours (left) and 296 hours (right) at 1 15OoC 
followed by water quenching 
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8.1.3 Effect of Cooling Rate 

While the effects of surface finish and oxidation time on rumpling on rumpling in Ni-22A1- 

30Pt (alloy #7) have been presented, these results offered little insight into the nature of its 

formation. It was unknown whether rumpling was caused by creep deformation during 

cooling or if it appeared at temperature during oxidation. If rumpling formed upon cooling 

then one would expect there to be a difference in the degree of rumpling for samples cooled 

at different rates, since samples cooled slowly would have longer for creep deformation to 

occur. A sample quenched in water from 1150°C cools to room temperature nearly 

instantaneously and would not have any time for creep deformation to occur. To test this, 

three identical samples were cooled from 115OOC at different rates upon the completion of 

100 hours of oxidation at 1150°C. The results of this experiment are presented in figures 26 

and 27, and show that rumpling is not significantly affected by the cooling rate. It is 

therefore reasonable to conclude that rumpling of alloy #7 occurs primarily during the course 

of oxidation rather than upon cooling. If rumpling occurs isothermally, then any differences 

in thermal expansion coefficients between the various phases present are irrelevant. 
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Figure 26. Comparison of the degree of rumpling in alloy #7 with a 1200-grit initial finish after 100 hours 
at 1150°C followed by cooling at different rates 
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Figure 27. Alloy #7 with a 1200-grit initial finish after 100 hours at 1150°C followed by lS°C/min cooling 
(top), 500°C/min cooling (bottom left), and water quenching (bottom right) 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, they- y' system can undergo a phase transformation which has 

been shown to occur after isothermal oxidation. Cross sections of the sample cooled at 

IS"C/min and the sample quenched in water are given in figure 28. The layer closest to the 

surface consists of they phase due to A1 depleting to form the alumina scale. While the scale 

is not visible in figure 28 because the contrast required adjustment to make the subsurface 
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phases clearly apparent, the thickness of the scale is approximately 4pm. The layer 

immediately below the y layer consists of a mixture of y and the high-Pt a phase. As the 

subsurface region depletes in AI, there is a simultaneous back diffusion of Pt from the near- 

surface layer as described in section 4.2. This back diffusion of Pt causes the steady-state 

diffusion path to enter the two-phase y+a region as illustrated in figure 29. The 

microstructure of alloy #7 would be expected to resemble that of alloy #28 (figure 18), 

having just a y region at the surface, until the subsurface layer had become sufficiently 

enriched in Pt to cause the formation of the a phase as shown in figure 28. 
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Figure 28. Alloy #7 with a 1200-grit initial finish after 100 hours at 1150°C followed by 15°C/min cooling 
(left) and water quenching (right) showing the direction of AI and Pt diffusion 
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Figure 29. The Ni-AI-Pt phase diagram at 1150°C illustrating the steady-state diffusion path between the 
bulk composition of alloy #7 and its subsurface y layer 

The subsurface y layer in the 15Wmin cooled sample from figure 28 contains some needle- 

like particles that are not present in the water-quenched sample. These particles have been 

shown to be y' that precipitate out of they upon cooling; the water-quenched sample does not 

have time for this precipitation to occur. Since the degree of rumpling in the 1 S"C/min 

cooled sample and the water quenched sample are nearly identical, the precipitation of y' 

from y during cooling does not seem to be of much significance. It is further noted that the 

lower Pt sample #28 (Ni-22A1-25Pt) does not contain the a phase and does not rumple, as 

shown in figures 18 and 19. Thus, it appears that the formation of the a phase is associated 

with the rumpling of y-y' alloys. It may be relevant to note that HT-XRD results (figure 30) 

have shown that there is a significant unit-cell volume increase associated with the formation 

of the a phase. 
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Figure 30. Unit cell volume for the a, y, and y' phases 

8.2 Mechanical Properties of the y-y' System 

One of the main objectives behind the testing of the high-temperature mechanical properties 

in the y-y' system was to investigate any effects that differing mechanical properties might 

have on rumpling. As mentioned in Chapter 7, high-temperature mechanical testing was 

performed on alloys that were created to have compositions that matched the compositions of 

the various layers present in y-y' alloys after oxidation. As mentioned in section 7.7, the 

compositions were measured using EPMA. Table 2 provides the origin of each of the 7 

samples, as well as a summary of the completed tests. Although stress strain curves for all of 

the tests were recorded, Table 2 only provides the maximum stress reached in each test. 
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At fastest strain 
rate (+*I 03s7 

At medium strain 
rate (-5*105s“) rate (-2*106s”) 

At slow strain 

Ni-15Al-15Pt 
lower Pt gamma (#28) 

(K) max stress (MPa) max stress (MPa) max stress (MPa) 
1000 “876 *836 *567 

*528 307 *I61 1200 
1400 129 42 

*,,.,e 

Ni-15AI-20Pt 
subsurface gamma (#28) 

. 

1000 *816 *631 *632 
1200 512 *307 * I  54 
1400 119 - - 

suusurrace gamma (el)  

L -. - - 
1000 a d  IUJ - - 

1400 ) -. 

1200 539 -. *311 

I I 

Ni-23AI-26Pt 
gamma prime (#28) 

120c 
57E 

-. 
1000 “845 ‘423 
1200 *521 *271 
1400 312 *76 

Ni-18AI-40Pt . . . 

Ni-22AI-30Pt 
original #7 

469 
~~ 

1000 *848 9 7 3  
1200 *488 “404 * I  37 
1400 270 98 19 

- - 
. 1000 920 726 , - 
gamma + aipna (#/I 1200 485 214 77 

1400 161 62 

The asterisks in Table 2 indicate that the sample failed by either cracking or shear failure 

prior to the completion of the test at 8% strain. While the samples that were tested at 727°C 

had significantly higher strengths than those tested at 927°C or 1127”C, they were also much 

more likely to fail before reaching 8% strain. The a-containing samples had the highest 

strengths at 727°C and never failed during a test. At higher temperatures, however, the a 

phase lost its strength very quickly. At any given temperature, the maximum stress 

decreased due to increased creep of the sample as the strain rate decreased. Creep is 

minimized at higher strain rates, and a plot comparing the stress-strain curves for five of the 

alloys at the highest strain rate is shown in figure 3 1. 
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Figure 31. Stress-strain curves at 1127OC for the highest strain rate 

Despite losing the majority of its strength at 1127"C, the a phase remains stronger than the 

subsurface y phase but is significantly weaker than the y-y' alloy. As shown in table 2, three 

y samples with the same AI content, but with different Pt contents, were tested. Since the y 

samples tended to fail at the lower temperatures, only the 1127°C results will be considered. 

The results for the highest and medium strain rate are shown in figures 32 and 33, 

respectively. While the sample containing 25at.% Pt had slightly higher maximum stress 

values in both cases, the data does not provide conclusive results as to the effect of Pt content 

on the strength of the y. 
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Figure 32. Stress-strain curves for y alloys with different Pt contents at 1127°C for the highest strain rate 
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Figure 33. Stress-strain curves for y alloys with different Pt contents at 1127°C for the highest strain rate 
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The isothermal oxidation experiments showed that rumpling of y-y’ alloys is closely 

associated with the formation of the a phase in the subsurface region. In order to examine 

the stresses present in Ni-22A1-30Pt during isothermal oxidation, four layers must be 

considered: (i) the alumina layer; (ii) the subsurface y layer; (iii) the y+a layer; and (iv) the 

y+y‘ substrate. Alumina scales are commonly understood to form compressive stresses 

during their growth. The formation of the a phase, with its higher unit cell volume, would be 

expected to cause the y+a layer to try to expand. Since the y+a layer is constrained by the 

substrate, the layer would be under compressive stress. Therefore, both the upper and lower 

interfaces of the subsurface y layer would be with other layers under compressive stresses. 

This is in contrast to the y layer that forms in Ni-22Al-25Pt which only has the interface with 

the compressively stressed oxide to contend with. While an in-depth modeling of the stresses 

present in these alloys during isothermal oxidation is beyond the scope of this thesis, it 

appears that they layer would be expected to be under tension, which would seem to prevent 

rumpling. 

Another possible explanation for rumpling could be made using the creep properties of the 

various layers in the alloys. If the composition of the y layer in alloy #7 (5at.% greater Pt 

level) was such that it was less creep resistant than they layer in alloy #28, rumpling in the 

former could be attributed to high-temperature creep of they layer due to the growth of the 

oxide. The mechanical test results in figures 32 and 33 indicate that this is not the case. 

However, the y+a layer has been shown to have inferior mechanical strength at 1127°C 

compared to the y+y’ substrate as shown in Table 2 and figure 3 1. In fact, the strength of the 

y+a layer is relatively close to that of the subsurface y layer. Thus, the y and y+a can be 

considered to make up a single, relatively thick, low-strength layer. If we examine the 

thicknesses of the low-strength layers in alloys #7 and #28 following isothermal oxidation we 

find a much thicker weakened zone in alloy #7, as shown in figure 34. 
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. .  
afZkr 100 hours at 1150°C, 1200 grit initial finish, cooled at 15°C/min 

They layer in alloy #28 (figure 34) is constrained to the relatively strong substrate and, 

because of this, may not be able to rumple. Conversely, the y layer in alloy #7 borders the 

much weaker y+a layer, and does not experience the strengthening affects of the substrate. 

The compressive stress in the oxide should be approximately the same for both alloys since 

the thickness is the same. It seems likely that rumpling forms in alloy #7 due to the increased 

thickness of the weakened of the subsurface region, allowing creep deformation of they layer 

by the compressive growth stress within the oxide. 

8.3 Nature of the Martensitic Transformation in Pt-modi3ed PNiAl 

Apart from some XRD and DTA measurements by Chen et al. [42] on the martensitic 

transformation temperature within an actual bond coat, no studies have reported actual 

measurements as to the effect of Pt or other elements on the transformation temperature. 

Chen et al. found that the addition of 20at.% of alloying elements including Pt, Cr and Co 

resulted in an increase of approximately 300°C over the binary alloy with the same AI 

concentration. Despite the very large effect of composition on the temperature change for 

the martensitic transformation, there are no publications which report the effect of Pt content 

on the martensite transformation temperature. Chen et al. [42] also reported that the 

difference between the f3 to martensite transformation temperature upon cooling and the 

martensite to f3 transformation temperature upon heating increased from approximately 20°C 

in the binary alloy to approximately 75'C in the bond coat. In order to gain a better 
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understanding of both the nature of the martensitic transformation in Pt-modified nickel 

aluminides and specifically the effect Pt concentration on the martensite transformation 

temperature, three different experimental methods were used to observe the transformation as 

it occurred. 

8.3.1 DSC Investigation of the Martensitic Transformation 

A study of bulk alloys containing 37at.% A1 with varying amounts of Pt was performed using 

high-temperature DSC. The locations of the five 37at.% AI alloys are shown in figure 35 as 

red dots. Besides providing a means of determining the temperature of the martensitic 

transformation, the DSC provided some insight into the kinetics of the transformation. 

I I I I I I I I I 

Ni IO 20 30 40 50 .  60 70 80 90 
At. %Pt 

Figure 35. The Ni-AI-Pt phase diagram at 1100/1150°C [SI showing the locations of the DSC samples 
tested 

The DSC results from the binary alloy Ni-37A1 showed a transformation upon heating with 

an onset that varied from between 442°C for a heating rate of 20"C/min and 460°C for a 

heating rate of 40Wmin. According to Smialek and Hehemann [37], the temperature for the 

p-to-martensite transformation for this composition is 390°C. Taking into account the 
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approximate 20°C offset between the transformations upon heating and cooling for binary 

alloys [42] in addition to the fact that Smialek and Hehemann's [37] measurements utilized a 

cooling rate of only O.l"C/min, the results from DSC appear very reasonable. The next alloy 

studied contained 2at.% Pt. The resulting DSC plots for this alloy with two different cooling 

rates are shown in figure 36. A positive DSC response indicates an exothermic event. The 

endothermic peak on the heating curve at approximately 525°C represents the martensite-to- 

p transformation. The exothermic peak on the cooling curve at approximately 475°C 

represents the formation of martensite. When compared to the 20"C/min curves, a rate of 

40"Umin results in a decrease in the transformation temperature upon cooling and an 

increase in the transformation temperature upon heating. An onset temperature for the 

formation of martensite, which could be called the M, temperature, is very difficult to 

determine from the DSC data due to a very gradual change in slope of the curve. In contrast, 

the onset of the formation of p is much more easily determined. The onset temperature for 

the martensite-to+ transformation for a 20"C/min heating rate was used as a basis for 

comparison between the different alloys. 
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Figure 36. DSC plot for Ni-37AIJPt 

An increase in the Pt level to 5at.% shifted all transformations to slightly higher temperatures 

as shown in figure 37. When the Pt level was increased to loat.% a much greater shift was 

observed. Figure 38 shows that the onset of the martensite-to-p transformation has increased 

to approximately 750°C. A feature of note in figure 38 is the exothermic peak that forms 

upon heating only for the 40"C/min curve. Further examination of the data showed that this 

exothermic peak would form for any heating rate if the previous cooling rate had been 

30"C/min or faster. It is hypothesized that this exothermic peak represented further 

transformation of p into martensite upon heating. This hypothesis implies that fast cooling 

rates resulted in an incomplete transformation upon cooling and resulted in retained p. An 

analysis of the areas of the peaks showed that the endothermic martensite-to-p transformation 

absorbed approximately 55 J/g in every case. Samples that were cooled slower than 

30"C/min released approximately 55 J/g, but faster cooled samples released less energy per 
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gram. When the faster cooled sample was subsequently reheated, the area of the exothermic 

peak when added to the area of the peak from cooling would equal approximately 55 J/g. To 

clarify, in figure 38, the areas of both the red and green endothermic peaks are approximately 

55 J/g. The green exothermic peak, representing a 20"C/min cooling rate, also has an area of 

55 J/g. And finally, the sum of the areas of two exothermic red peaks is approximately 55 

J/g. The indications that the transformation from p to martensite in a Pt-modified aluminide 

occurs more completely for slower cooling rates is in direct opposition to the conclusions 

reached by Chen et al. [42] in which only rates faster than some critical rate would cause the 

martensitic transformation. 
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The final alloy in the Ni-37A1 series examined by DSC contained 3oat.% Pt. The 

transformations within this alloy occurred at temperatures greater than 1100°C. The peaks in 

figure 39 indicate that more than one transformation is occurring in Ni-37A1-30Pt. The high 

Pt content of this alloy places it very close to the p+a two-phase region at 1150°C as shown 

in figure 35, and clearly within the 2-phase region at 1000°C. The precipitation of a would 

be expected to show up in a DSC plot as a very wide peak since it would continuously occur 

over a temperature range. The sharper peak was therefore assumed to represent the 

martensitic transformation. An SEM image (figure 40) of this alloy after cooling at 

15Wmin shows that there are indeed two phases present. Based on EDS analysis, the darker 

phase is p (Ni-42A1-30Pt) and the lighter, majority phase is a (Ni-33A1-34Pt). The image 

does not show any martensite in the p phase, but this may be due to the phase becoming too 

Al-rich to be martensitic. 
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As previously mentioned, the onset of the martensite to p transformation was used to 

illustrate the effect of Pt content on the martensitic transformation. The increase in the 

transformation temperature as Pt content increases is shown graphically in figure 41. 
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Figure 41. The onset temperature of the beta to martensite transformation for Ni-37-xPt alloys 

In addition to the Ni-37A1 series of alloys, Ni-40A1-15Pt (S20) was also subjected to DSC 

experimentation. From the cyclic oxidation experiments presented in section 8.3, it was 

known that very slow cooling rates or isothermal holds longer than 15 minutes at 760°C were 

necessary to form significant volume fractions of martensite. The DSC results repeatedly 

showed an endothermic peak with an onset around 800°C but never any corresponding 

exothermic peak upon cooling. Figure 42 shows the results from a 4O0C/min experiment 

showing the single peak upon heating. It is possible that the p-to-martensite transformation 

occurred over a very wide temperature range and didn't show up in the DSC plot, while the 

reverse transformation occurred over a much shorter temperature range, making it readily 

apparent in the plot. The area of the peak generally varied between 5 and 10 J/g, a value 

much less than the value of 55 J/g for Ni-40AI-l5Pt, indicating that only a small volume 

fraction of martensite was formed. While providing some very interesting results, the DSC 
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does not provide any method of determining which phases are present at any given time. The 

results sometimes must be combined with other experimental methods, such as HT-XRD, in 

order to gain a true understanding of what is observed. 
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8.3.2 HT-XRD Investigation of the Martensitic Transformation 

As mentioned in section 8.3.1, the HT-XRD experiments performed at Argonne National Lab 

provided a very useful method for examining the martensitic transformation. HT-XRD 

allows the researcher to determine the constituent phases present in a sample at temperature 

based on the crystal structures. Initial observations provided evidence that the transformation 

of p into martensite was not an instantaneous transformation. The data is presented using Q- 

values which take into account the wavelength of the x-ray radiation (approximately 

,01431~11) and can be converted into two-theta values using equation 4. 

47r Q = -*sin( a 4) (4) 
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Figure 43 shows the resulting diffraction pattern resulting from an isothermal hold of Ni- 

40A1-15Pt at 875"C, showing that 500 minutes elapsed before a significant volume fraction 

of p (B2 crystal structure) had transformed into martensite (Llo crystal structure). When the 

temperature was decreased to 850°C, a similar volume fraction had transformed after only 9 

minutes, as shown in figure 44. 

Q (nm-') 
Figure 43. Diffraction pattern for Ni-40AI-15Pt held at 875°C 
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Figure 44. Diffraction pattern for Ni-40AI-15Pt held at 85OoC 

The isothermal transformation p into martensite over a relatively long amount of time has not 

been reported in literature. This observation implies that the martensitic transformation in 

Ni-40A1-15Pt could be avoided if the sample did not remain at the transformation 

temperature for a long enough time. Cyclic oxidation experiments were developed based on 

this implication and are presented in section 8.4. 

In order to verify the interpretations of the DSC results, a HT-XRD experiment was 

performed that replicated one of the DSC tests performed on Ni-37Al-lOPt. A sample of the 

alloy was placed in the HT-XRD furnace and heated to 1150°C to ensure that it was 100% p. 
The resulting diffraction pattern is shown in figure 45 along with the DSC plot. An arrow on 

the DSC plot indicates the temperature at which the diffraction pattern was taken. It is clear 

from the pattern that the sample is indeed single phase p. 
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Figure 45. Diffraction pattern of Ni-37AI-10Pt at 1150°C showing single phase f3 

The sample was then cooled to 665"C, approximately the temperature at which martensite 

was first observed in the DSC experiment. Figure 46 shows the formation of a second set of 

peaks which correspond to the martensitic phase. Only a very small volume fraction of 

martensite is present, which is expected from the DSC plot. The shift in the p peak is due to 

the thermal contraction of the lattice. Cooling further, to 300°C, results in the diffraction 

pattern shown in figure 47. The martensite peak is now predominant, as expected. There is 

residual p present at 300°C since the cooling rate was 40Wmin. A slower cooling rate 

would be expected to result in less residual p as described in section 8.3.1. The results from 

both the DSC and HT-XRD experiments provided the information necessary to perform the 

cyclic oxidation experiments in section 8.4. 
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8.3.3 Potentiometric Investigation of the Martensitic Transformation 

The potentiometric method used to observe the martensitic transformation in the bulk Pt- 

modified aluminides is very similar to the method used by researchers investigating the 
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transformation within binary NiAl [37-391. The major advantage to the potentiometric 

method is that it can be performed very quickly and without the need for extremely 

specialized equipment or facilities. The results from the potentiometric measurements of Ni- 

37A1-10Pt are still very preliminary, but the data in figure 48 is promising. Upon cooling a 

relatively constant potential is measured until approximately 760°C (T3) when the potential 

begins to increase. It increases until approximately 660°C (T4) when it again levels off. The 

DSC plot in figure 61 for the 20"C/min cooling of Ni-37A1-10Pt shows the start of the 

martensitic transformation at approximately 730°C, and the transformation finishes at 

approximately 5 10°C. Unfortunately no DSC results were obtained for a 5Wmin cooling 

rate, but based on the comparison between the 20"C/min and 40"C/min cooling rates, it is 

reasonable to assume that the measured temperatures would shift to slightly higher values. 

Even with the small discrepancies in temperature, the two experimental methods seem to 

agree very well for the /3 to martensite transformation. The potentiometric method seems 

very promising and should prove to be a useful tool in further analysis of the martensitic 

transformation. 
Ni-37A1-10Pt 
10°C/min heat 
S°C/miu cool 
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Figure 48. Potentiometric plot for Ni-37AI-10Pt 
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8.4 The Effect of the Martensitic Transformation on Rumpling of Bulk /3 alloys 

Based on HT-XRD results, Ni-40A1-15Pt (S20) was chosen for cyclic oxidation testing. 

Alloy S20 showed evidence of a martensitic transformation at approximately 800 to 850°C. 

Based on this observation, an initial experiment was devised to observe the effect of the 

martensitic transformation on the surface morphology of the sample. Two identical samples 

of alloy S20 were prepared by polishing to a 600-grit finish. One sample was cycled 100 

times from 750 to 1150°C and the other sample was cycled 100 times from 950 to 1150°C. 

Only the sample that was cycled to 750°C was expected to undergo the martensitic 

transformation since p had been shown by HT-XRD to be the stable phase at 950°C. Both 

samples had a 1-hour dwell at each temperature and a heating/cooling rate of 15Wmin. 

SEM surface images from this experiment are shown in figure 49. The SEM surface images 

that appear very similar to the resulting profilometry images in figure 50. An extracted 

profile of the rumpled sample is provided in figure 5 1. It is clear that the sample cycled to 

750°C rumpled, while the other sample did not. The cross sections of the alloys are shown in 

figure 52 and a high-magnification image of the interior of the rumpled sample shows the 

presence of martensite, as shown in figure 53. The promising results from this experiment 

led to further experimentation on alloy S20, a summary of which is provided in Table 3. 
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Figure 52. Cross sections of alloy S20 with 600-grit initial surface finish, cycled 100 times at  IS'C/min 
from 950 to 1150°C (left) and 750 to 1150°C (right) with a l h r  hold at  all temperatures 
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The unit cell volumes for both p and martensite were determined by HT-XRD. Figure 54 

shows a volume reduction of between 0.55% and 0.85%, depending on the temperature. 

Room temperature measurements by Zhang et al. [33] gave a volume reduction of 2.25% for 

the martensitic transformation in a Pt-modified aluminide bond coat containing -4Oat.%Al. 

The repeated volume reduction then increase upon the reverse transformation seems to be 

responsible for the rumpling that developed in the sample cycled to 750°C. A study of 

binary NiAl coatings by Lesnikova and Lesnikov [46] showed an increase in spallation of the 

oxide for thermally cycled coatings. The researchers determined that the spallation was 

caused by surface irregularities which increased in magnitude with increasing numbers of 

cycles, but only for the alloys which underwent martensitic transformations. While not 

resulting in the same type of rumpling reported in this thesis, Lesnikova and Lesnikov [46] 

showed that repeated martensitic transformations can increase surface roughness. A detailed 

analysis of the specific stresses developed during thermally cycling a martensitic sample is 

beyond the scope of this work and is not presented. 

A different mechanism that could possibly explain the correlation between the martensitic 

transformation and rumpling is related to a mechanism proposed in a recent paper by Yang 

and Hou [47]. These researchers linked the variations in the degree of undulations in 

isothermally oxidized Fe-A1 binary alloys to the differences in diffusivities between the two 

structures observed. Creep rate is related to the diffusivity by equation 5, which combines 

the two types of diffusion creep, Nabarro-Herring (where lattice diffusion dominates creep) 

and Coble creep (where grain boundary diffusion dominates creep) [48]. 

In equation 5, y is the yield rate (equal to the strain rate multiplied by 31’2), z is the shear 

stress, C2 is the atomic volume, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, 6 is the 

grain size, and D,F is the effective diffusion coefficient which takes into account both types 

of diffusion. 
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The p phase is a more ordered structure than martensite, and because of the differences in 

degree of ordering it is reasonable to assume that martensite will have a much larger 

diffusivity than p. At high temperatures any deformation that takes place is likely due to 

diffusional creep, so structures such as martensitic Pt-modified NiAl with higher diffusivities 

would be more susceptible to creep deformation. Therefore, a sample containing martensite 

would be more susceptible to the compressive stresses in the oxide causing rumpling than a p 
sample at the same temperature and with the same stress from the oxide. 
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Figure 54. The volume change associated with the martensitic transformation in alloy ' s20 

8.4.1 The Effect of Dwell Time at the Lower Hold Temperature on Rumpling 

The HT-XRD data showed that, depending on the temperature, alloy S20 only gradually 

transformed into martensite. These results indicated that the martensitic transformation was 

more complicated than previously believed, and rumpling experiments were developed to 

provide further insight into this transformation and its effect on rumpling. An experiment in 

which two identical samples of alloy S20 were cycled from 760 to 1150°C 100 times was 
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performed. Both samples were held at 1150OC for 1 hour, then one sample was held at 

760°C for fifteen minutes while the other sample was held at 760°C for 1 hour. This 

experiment was performed in the vertical 2-zone tube furnace and the cooling rate was 

approximately 500°C/min. As shown in figure 55, the sample which spent 1 hour at 760°C 

rumpled, while the sample that spent only 15 minutes at 760°C did not. 
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The results presented in figures 49 through 53 seem to show that rumpling in S20 relies on 

the formation of martensite. Applying this conclusion to the experiment in this section, it 

seems that martensite did not form in the sample held for only 15 minutes at 760°C, or at 

least not to the same extent as it did in the sample held for 1 hour. Indeed, this speculation 

was validated through cross sectional analysis (figure 56)  of the two samples which clearly 

showed martensite in the rumpled sample, but only showed the faintest indication of 

martensite in the non-rumpled sample. In addition to the differences in rumpling between the 

two samples, another rather surprising observation was made; the rumpled sample had 

become macroscopically deformed as shown in figure 57. While this was the first 
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observation of this phenomenon, it was soon found that nearly all rumpled samples of S20 

exhibited macroscopic deformation to some extent. 
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8.4.2 The Effect of Surface Finish on Rumpling 

The two samples which were tested in section 8.3.1 were prepared using lpm polish. The 

back sides of these two samples had coarser finishes. Profilometry results for the opposite 

side of the non rumpled surface revealed a slight amount of rumpling that was not evenly 

distributed across the surface, as shown in figure 58. The opposite side of the sample that did 

rumple had an initial 600-grit finish. Both the average wavelength and amplitude parameters 

are increased in comparison to the side that had a 1 pm initial surface finish. Profilometry 

images of both samples, along with the averaged measured rumpling parameters, are shown 

in figure 43. There does not seem to be any anisotropy in the rumpling of the 600-grit 

finished sample, so it does not appear that the rumpling is superimposed on any existing 

flaws in the way that the rumpled 240 grit y-y' sample in figure 22 is. 

It is not immediately clear as to why rumpling appeared only on the rougher surface of the 

S20 sample that was held at 760°C for 15 minutes. It is possible that the flaws in the coarser 

finished side provided nucleation sites which allowed the martensite to form more easily. If 
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the martensitic transformation is indeed a major mechanism behind rumpling, then areas of 

the sample which contained more martensite would be more likely to rumple. 
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Figure 59. Alloy S20 with lpm (left) and 600-grit (right)initial surface finishes, cycled 100 1 
500°C/min from 760 (1 hour hold) to 1150°C (Ihour hold) 
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8.4.3 The Effect of Cooling Rate on Rumpling 

Confirmation that rumpling in alloy S20 is not due to creep deformation upon heating or 

cooling was provided by an experiment which examined the effect of cooling rate. Two 

samples of alloy S20 which had 600-grit initial surface finishes and cycled under the same 

conditions have already been shown. Figures 50 and 55 show the profilometry images after 

15"C/min and 500°C/min cooling, respectively. As shown in table 3, the RZpm) and h, 

values for the two samples differ by less than 15%. A 15% difference in either parameter 

falls within the expected experimental variation. The independence of rumpling on cooling 

rate provides evidence that rumpling primarily occurs isothermally, rather than upon heating 

or cooling. 

8.4.4 The Effect of the Number of Cycles on Rumpling 

It was reported by Tolpygo and Clarke [24] in their study of Pt-modified aluminide coatings 

that the amplitude of surface undulations increased with the number of thermal cycles. In 

order to examine the evolution of rumpling in the bulk alloy S20,5 samples were polished to 

1 pm and cycled from 760 to 1 150°C with 1 hour dwells at each temperature. The samples 

were oxidized for 5, 10,25,50, and 100 cycles. Profilometry images and cross sections are 

shown in figures 60 and 61 respectively. Figure 62 shows that martensite is present in all 

five samples. 

The rumpling parameters are presented graphically in figure 63. The graphs clearly show 

that both the amplitude and wavelength of the rumpling in alloy S20 increases with 

increasing number of cycles. If each individual undulation simply increased in amplitude, 

the average wavelength would not increase. Therefore it is inferred that during the evolution 

of the rumpled surface, some undulations must grow at the expense of others. In other 

words, there would be a net decrease in the number of undulations on a given sample as the 

sample underwent further cyclic oxidation. From this experiment it is still not entirely clear 
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if the increase in the rumpling parameters is due solely to the increasing number of cycles or 

if the increase in cumulative time at 760°C allowed more creep to OCCUI. 
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8.4.5 The Effect of Oxide Thickness on Rumpling 

The use of bulk alloys in these experiments eliminated any of the possible rumpling 

mechanisms due to interactions between the bond coat and the substrate. In order to further 

eliminate other possible rumpling mechanisms besides the martensitic transformation, an S20 

sample was thermally cycled in the absence of oxygen in order to avoid any interactions 

between the alloy and the oxide. The sample was prepared by pre-oxidizing at 1150°C in air 

for 1 hour then sealing in a quartz tube under 1/3atm Ar. The pre-oxidation was performed 

to form a very thin alumina scale to protect the sample from any reactions that might take 

place with the quartz tube. The sample was cycled 100 times at 5OOWmin from 760 to 

1150°C. The profilometry image exhibits rumpling and is shown in figure 48. An SEM 

image taken of the surface (figure 49) shows that the oxide has a large number of cracks. 

The cross sections in figure 50 show that the cracks formed at the peaks of the undulations, 

and they also show the presence of martensite in the sample. 
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eyeled 100 times at 500°C/miu from 760 (1 hour hol; lj to 1150°C (lhour hold) 

While the sample did rumple, the amplitude of the undulations was approximately 50% less 

than samples cycled in air. Therefore, it appears that the oxide layer has some effect on the 

degree of rumpling. The martensitic transformation, on the other hand, seems to be a 

requirement for rumpling in the Pt-modified p system. When a sample with 7at.% more 

aluminum than S20 is cycled 100 times at 500°C/min from 760 to 1 15OoC it remains 

completely planar as shown by the cross section in figure 67. Since the sample is higher in 

aluminum it is does not form martensite upon cooling. Whether the absence of the volume 

changes associated with the martensitic transformation or the improved creep resistance is 

responsible for this alloy remaining planar is not entirely clear from these two experiments. 

Figure 
hold) to 1150°C (lhour hold) 

67. Ni-4 7AI. W m i n  from 760 (1 hour 
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8.4.6 The Progression of the P-to-Martensite Transformation 

It was shown in figure 56 that when S20 that was held for 15 minutes at 760°C, it did not 

form martensite nearly to the degree that the sample held for 60 minutes did. In order to 

investigate the progression of the transformation, seven specimens were held at 1150°C for 1 

hour then cooled at 5OOWmin to 760°C and held for 0, 0.5, 1, 6, 15, 30, and 60 minutes 

before cooling to room temperature at 500°C/min. The samples were then etched using a 

mixture of 10% chromic acid and 90% hydrochloric acid. The results showed what appear to 

be two separate structural variants of martensite: (i) a lath type structure that seemed to 

appear instantaneously (figure 68); and (ii) an acicular-like (i.e. widmanstatten-like) structure 

which appears to be what is visible in the SEM images in figures 53,56,62 and 66. The 

acicular-like structure seemed to nucleate at the grain boundaries and at the surface after 

about 15 minutes (figure 69). The extent of the acicular-like formation increased after 30 

minutes (figure 70) and by 60 minutes the transformation appeared complete (figure 71). 

Figure 68. Ni-40AI-15Pt with lpm initial surface finish, held at 1150°C for 1 hour then cooled at 
500°C/min to roum temperature 
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The HT-XRD experiments on alloy S20 showed no evidence of any phases other than p and 

martensite. The alloy is also clearly within the p phase field, so even if a precipitate such as 

y' were to form, the volume fraction would be very small; not at all what is observed. Based 

on the rumpling results from the experiment where a sample that was held for 15 minutes at 

760°C (which contained the lath type of martensite) did not rumple, but the sample held for 

60 minutes (which contained the acicular-like variant) did, it is possible that the later-forming 

martensite structure may be associated with rumpling. But, if creep is responsible for 

rumpling, then perhaps the 15 minute sample simply did not have enough time for creep 

deformation to occur. Determining the differences between what appears to be two distinct 

structural variants of martensite may require the use of a TEM or other method, and is 

beyond the scope of this work. 

8.4.7 Rumpling in Ni-37A1-IOPt 

Another martensitic Pt-containing p alloy was cyclically oxidized from 500 to 1150°C with 1 

hour dwells at each temperature. 500°C was chosen for the low temperature dwell based on 

the DSC results which indicated that p would readily transform into martensite at that 

temperature. A profilometry image and a surface SEM image of the sample are provided in 

figure 72. Cross sections of the sample in figure 73 show that the presence a martensitic 

microstructure. Ni-37Al-1 OPt confirms that the rumpling phenomenon in bulk Pt-modified 

aluminides is not limited to alloy S20. Once again there appears to be a strong correlation 

between the presence of martensite and the formation of rumpling. 
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finish, cycled 100 times-at 500°C/min from500 (1 hour hold) to 1150°C (Ihour hold) ' 

The profilometry results for this alloy show that the amplitude of the rumpling in Ni-37A1- 

lOPt is significantly less ( R z o ~  = 5.6pm, h, = 47.5 pm) than for a Ni-40A1-15 sample (Ram 

= 12.8, h, = 60.7 pm) oxidized for the same number of cycles. It is accepted that diffusion 

coefficients increase exponentially with temperature according to equation 6, where Q is the 

activation energy, R is the gas constant. 

D = Do exp( - -Q-) 

Since the effective diffusion coefficient would be expected to be lower for martensite at 

500°C than at 760"C, the creep rate would also be expected to decrease according to equation 

4. This decrease in creep rate would explain the decreased degree of rumpling in Ni-37A1- 
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IOPt. A final cyclic oxidation experiment was performed on Ni-37A1-10Pt after oxidizing at 

900°C for one hour and then sealing in quartz under 1/3atm Ar. After 100 cycles from 500 to 

11 50°C with 1 -hour holds at each temperature, the sample exhibited macroscopic 

deformation as shown in figure 74, but did not rumple as shown in the profilometry image 

and cross section in figure 75. The resulting oxide was only 0.25pm thick and the 

martensitic relief pattern is clearly visible through the oxide in the profilometry image. 

Figure 74. Bulk deformation of Ni-37Al-10Pt with l u  
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Although small surface defects formed at the surface of the alloy, apparently because of the 

martensitic transformation, the very thin oxide layer did not develop enough compressive 

stress to cause rumpling. While the exact mechanism behind the bulk deformation of the 

sample is not clear, it appears to be linked to the martensitic transformation since only 
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martensitic alloys have exhibited this phenomenon. In the case of Pt-modified p alloys it 

appears that both the martensitic transformation and a relatively thick oxide scale are 

necessary for rumpling. 

8.5 Rumpling in a Commercial Coated Alloy 

A sample of a superalloy substrate with a standard Pt-modified aluminide bond coat was 

provided by General Electric. The initial composition of the coating was measured using 

EDS and was found to be Ni-41Al-1OPt. While much smaller amounts of other elements 

were found in the coating, they were not considered in the experiment. The sample was then 

cut into two halves and one half was oxidized at 1150°C for 100 hours. The purpose of the 

oxidation was to allow the bond coat to become depleted of Al. After oxidizing, both halves 

were ground using 1200 grit paper until nearly all low spots had disappeared, then polished 

using 1pm polish to obtain a very planar surface. The as-received coating structure is shown 

in figure 76, along with the structure after oxidizing and polishing. The composition of the 

depleted sample was Ni-33A1-8Pt. 

and following 100 hours at 1150°C then polished to lpm 

The two polished samples were again cut in half to create four specimens for 

experimentation. An as-received and a depleted sample were cyclically oxidized for 100 
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cycles from 30°C to 1000°C at 15"C/min and held for one hour at each temperature. The 

remaining two samples were also cycled 100 times to the same temperatures and held for the 

same amount of time, but were exposed to heating and cooling rates of SOOWmin. 1000°C 

was chosen as the high temperature to limit further depletion of A1 and Pt in the coating so 

that the composition would remain relatively constant. The results of the experiments are 

shown in figures 77 through 79. 
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finish, cycled 100 times at 500°C/min from 3OoC (1 hour hold) to iOOO°Cilhour hold) as-received (left) 
and following 100 hours at 115OOC (right) 

The oxide layer that formed on the samples that were cycled at 15Wmin had poor adherence 

to both the as-received and depleted coatings. In figure 70, the large area that appears 

rumpled has spalled the majority of its oxide, and is covered by a much thinner oxide that 

appears to have re-formed after the spallation occurred. Despite the poor oxide adherence, 

figure 71 shows that the metal in the as-received bond coat remained relatively planar when 

compared to the rumpling present in the depleted sample. Both images are in stark contrast 

to those that were cycled at 500°C/rnin. Figure 72 shows that both the as-received and 

depleted bond coats formed a thin and adherent oxide layer. Neither sample exhibited any 

rumpling. It seems that the faster rates precluded the rumpling causing mechanism. The 

depleted sample containing 33at.% A1 has a composition which would be expected to be 

martensitic, while 41at.% A1 would not. Since the exact temperatures for the martensitic 

transformation in an alloy with 33at.% A1 and Sat.% Pt was not known, a slow cooling rate of 

15Wmin was used instead of an isothermal hold. The hypothesis was that the sample would 

remain in the temperature range in which martensite can form from p for a long enough time 

period. The faster rate of 500°C/rnin was chosen so that the transformation would have less 

time to occur. Bulk alloy samples of Ni-40A1-15Pt and Ni-37Al-lOPt were cyclically 

oxidized along with the commercial coated samples and cross sections of these alloys seemed 

to confirm the hypothesis; martensite was evident in both alloys after 15Wmin testing but 
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not after 500"C/min. While the profilometry results show that something did indeed cause 

rumpling of the depleted commercial coated sample tested at lS"C/min, martensite was not 

clearly visible in the cross section. Detecting martensite in Pt-modified aluminides using 

back-scattered SEM is difficult since there is no compositional variation; in figure 39 no 

martensite is readily apparent in the sample of S20 that was held for 15 minutes, but XRD 

showed that martensite was indeed present. Unfortunately, the very limited supply of the 

commercial coated sample precluded any XRD measurements of the nunpled specimen. 
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Chapter 9. Summary 

The rumpling phenomenon that occurs in Pt-modified nickel aluminide bond coats is known 

to be very detrimental to the lifetimes of TBCs. Many possible mechanisms behind the 

formation of rumpling have been proposed, including the p-to-martensite transformation 

which can occur during thermal cycling. While the martensitic transformation in binary NiAl 

has been relatively thoroughly studied, very limited information is available for the 

transformation in Pt-modified NiA1. The present study has utilized various experimental 

methods including DSC, HT-XRD, and potentiometric measurements to conduct a detailed 

investigation of the transformation in the ternary system. Based on the results of this 

investigation, cyclic oxidation experiments were performed to observe the effect of the 

martensitic transformation on the rumpling of Pt-modified nickel aluminide bulk alloys. 

Very recently, rumpling has also been observed in a bulk y-y' Ni-Al-Pt alloy. Isothermal 

oxidation experiments were performed in order to determine the cause of the rumpling in this 

system. 

It was found that the y-y' alloy Ni-22A1-30Pt rumpled upon isothermal oxidation at 1 150°C, 

while alloys with slightly lower Pt contents remained planar. The degree of rumpling was 

quantified using a profilometer. It was found that both the amplitude and wavelength of the 

rumpling were independent of the rates at which the samples were cooled from 1 150°C, 

indicating that the rumpling occurred at temperature rather than upon cooling. Cross- 

sectional analysis revealed a subsurface layer containing they and a phases. The back- 

diffusion of Pt from the surface of the alloy caused the local composition of the subsurface 

layer to enter into the two-phase y+a region of the phase diagram. The a phase was not 

observed for the non-rumpling alloy Ni-22A1-25Pt. While HT-XRD results showed that 

there was a greater than 2% increase in volume for the unit cell of a compared to y and y', a 

volume expansion in the sub-surface layer would cause an increase in tension on they layer 

below the oxide. Tension in this layer would reduce rumpling. Instead, it is believed that the 
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reduced high-temperature strength of the y+a layer allows creep deformation of the y layer 

by the compressive growth stress within the oxide. 

Because rumpling in the y-y' system was found to be limited to a single alloy with a very 

high Pt content, a larger part of this thesis focused on the martensitic transformation in Ni- 

rich p-NiA! and the effects of the transformation on rumpling of bulk alloy samples. HT- 

XRD and DSC experiments showed that the p-to-martensite transformation has a significant 

time-dependence. It was also found that the volume fraction of martensite would increase 

while being held at elevated temperatures. The martensitic transformation temperature was 

observed to increase with increasing Pt content. HT-XRD measurements also showed a 

volume decrease in the unit cell upon transformation from p into martensite transformation. 

Cyclic oxidation experiments based on the results of the HT-XRD experiments were 

performed on a Pt-modified nickel aluminide bulk alloy. When the alloy was thermally 

cycled from 1150°C to a lower temperature which was above the martensitic transformation 

temperature, the sample did not rumple. When it was cycled to a temperature at which the 

martensitic transformation had been shown to occur, the sample showed significant 

rumpling. The cooling rate during cycling did not affect the amount of rumpling, but the 

length of the low temperature dwell during cycling had a very significant effect on rumpling. 

Thus, rumpling was shown to occur during the hold at the lower temperature and required the 

nearly complete transformation of fJ into martensite. Both the amplitude and wavelength of 

rumpling were shown to increase with an increasing number of cycles. A sample which was 

cycled in the absence of oxidation was also shown to rumple, but had a lower amplitude. A 

non-martensitic fJ alloy with an identical Pt content, but with a slightly higher AI content (47 

instead of 40at.%) was exposed to identical thermal cycling without rumpling. It was 

determined that rumpling in Pt-modified nickel aluminide bulk alloys is influenced by both 

the presence of an oxide and the formation of martensite. Rumpling appears very likely to be 

caused by creep deformation at the surface due to the compressive stress of the oxide and the 
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increased high-temperature creep rate of martensite compared to p, rather than any volume 

reductions associated with the formation of martensite. While rumpling in the y-y' alloy Ni- 

22A1-30Pt occurred during isothermal oxidation, rumpling in the p system required cyclic 

oxidation. Oxidation at 1150°C was necessary to form a sufficiently thick oxide, but the 

formation of less creep resistant martensitic phase required cooling to a lower temperature. 

Although rumpling in Pt-modified nickel aluminide bond coats may be avoided if the 

composition of the bond coat is high enough in aluminum to avoid the martensitic 

transformation, the depletion of aluminum during exposure would eventually lead to the 

bond coat becoming martensitic. Rumpling has been shown to be reduced through the use of 

thicker coatings [22], but thicker or higher Al-content bond coats would still eventually 

deplete in aluminum and become martensitic. These bond coats would have other drawbacks 

such as reduced fatigue resistance for the thicker coatings [22] and difficulties in obtaining 

much higher Al-contents using current techniques. Completely avoiding the rumpling 

associated with the martensitic transformation may require the development of bond coats 

not based on Pt-modified P-NiA1. 

It is very likely that rumpling in both the y-7' and in the p system, while occurring after 

different oxidation conditions and being associated with completely different phase 

transformations, may be caused by a very similar mechanism. At elevated temperatures, an 

adherent oxide scale under a compressive stress seems to cause rumpling if the subsurface 

metal has a low resistance to creep deformation. 
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Chapter 10. Suggestions for Future Work 

While the development of an in-depth model to explain rumpling in the y-y' system would 

prove very useful in understanding the phenomenon, the effort may not be warranted since 

the rumpling is limited to a single alloy with a high platinum content. Bond coats based on 

the y-y' system will have much lower amounts of platinum. 

While it has been clearly shown that rumpling in bulk Pt-modified nickel aluminide alloys 

requires the formation of martensite, it is has not been conclusively shown whether the 

volume reduction associated with the transformation is the cause or if rumpling is due to the 

decreased high-temperature creep resistance of martensite. Elevated temperature creep 

measurements are currently being performed by researchers at Iowa State University. 

The two apparent structural variants of martensite have not been reported in literature and 

will require further analysis to understand their structures. While it is unclear whether the 

second structural variant influences rumpling, it should at least be confirmed that it is indeed 

martensite. 

Further experimentation on Pt-modified nickel aluminide coated substrates could further 

verify the link between martensite formation and rumpling. Now that HT-XRD data is 

available, cyclic oxidation experiments could be tailored to the composition of the specific 

bond coat to place emphasis on the martensitic transformation. A bond coat with a 

composition very close to the alloy studied in this thesis would provide an ideal method for 

confirming if the assumptions based on the results from bulk alloys hold true for coated 

systems. 
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